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Market and Technology Overview  
Development Status and Challenges  
 
Dual camera smartphones are here, faster and in larger volumes than analysts 
expected. Smartphone manufacturers integrate a second camera for several 
reasons, primarily to improve image quality and to be able to extract depth 
information for applications such as DSLR-like shallow depth-of-field effect (Bokeh). 
Adding a second camera brings forth new challenges, for example how to calibrate 
such dual cameras one with respect to the other, how to switch between cameras in 
a way that enhances the user experience and how to optimize the image quality of 
this new and innovative mobile imaging hardware using advanced algorithms and 
software tools.  
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Image Fusion Introduction 
 
Image Fusion is the process of combining two or more input images into a single 
image. The main reason for combining the images is to get a more informative 
output image. In mobile, dual camera Image Fusion comes into play in several ways: 
The first is related to a dual camera with one color sensor and another 
monochromatic sensor (with the Bayer filter removed). The monochromatic sensor 
captures 2.5 times more light, thus reaches better resolution and SNR. By fusing the 
images coming from both cameras, the output image has better SNR and resolution, 
especially in low light conditions. 

 
The second is with a zoom dual camera – a wide field-of-view camera coupled with a 
telephoto narrow field-of-view camera. In this case, Image Fusion will also improve 
the SNR and resolution from no zoom up to the point the telephoto camera field-of-
view is the dominant one. In the following example images it is easy to see the 
resolution improvement in the fused image vs the standard digital zoom (images 
were taken with a 3x optical zoom camera). 

 

  

http://corephotonics.com/products/hawkeye-camera/
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Image Fusion Algorithm Flow 
 
The algorithmic flow of Image Fusion includes Rectification, Global registration, 
Local registration and parallax correction, decision and fusion. 

 

 
Image Fusion Algorithm Flow 

 
1st Step: Rectification  
The algorithm rectifies the two input images and corrects for distortion, scale and shift 
that may be introduced by the optics and AF mechanism. For this purpose, the 
algorithm uses pre-computed rectification data that is stored in the sensors' OTP 
memory. After this step, corresponding points in the two images lie on epi-polar lines 
that are parallel to either the x axis or the y axis, depending on the camera module 
configuration. 
 
2nd Step: Global registration  
The algorithm calculates and compensates for global differences between the two 
cameras which could be attributed to dynamic changes between images and specific 
properties of each camera. 
 
3rd Step: Local registration and parallax correction  
Following the global registration, a fine local registration step is performed, in which 
the parallax (i.e. shift in x and y dimensions, which is dependent on object distance) is 
determined for each pixel in the input images. 
 
Final Step: Decision and fusion  
In the last two steps, the algorithm fuses the two images according to the local parallax 
found in step 3. This stage is composed of a sophisticated decision block, which 
handles occlusions, corrects for registration errors and has an adaptive algorithm that 
eliminates artifacts from the final image. The fusion block implements the actual data 
fusion in a way that the 2 original images are seamlessly blended together. 
 
Performing image fusion presents several algorithmic challenges, among which are 
occlusions, lens imperfections and transitions between overlapped and non-
overlapped areas.  
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Image Fusion Challenges 

Challenge #1: Occlusions 
How to best handle areas each camera sees differently? If we cover one of our eyes 
at a time, it is clear both eyes do not view the world from the same perspective. 
Same applies in dual cameras: Depending on the scene there could be areas within 
the field of view of one camera that are occluded from the other camera's field of 
view. In order to fuse two images the algorithm needs to use matching pixels 
between the left and right images. This can be done for areas seen by both cameras. 
In case an area is occluded from one camera a matching point cannot be detected 
for that area. This can result in an artifact in the output image and an unnatural 
viewing experience around the occluded area if not handled correctly by the fusion 
algorithm. 

 
In the example images below there is a noticeable difference in what the wide and 
tele cameras see. The fused output image clearly shows an artifact at the area 
occluded from the tele camera. Proper decision making and fusion algorithms can 
eliminate such artifacts. 

 

Image Fusion Must Deal with Dual Camera Occlusions 
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Challenge #2: Lens Imperfections 
How does the optics of the lens affect image fusion? In a variety of ways. In this 
paper we will address two ways that can be overcome by robust image fusion 
algorithms: 

a. The optical distortion of the lens that makes registration more difficult.  

b. The differences in depth of field - areas that can be in focus in one camera 

and out of focus in the other camera.  

As in the case of distortion, registration becomes much trickier because of the 
difficulty to find feature points and matching pixels.  
 
In the example images below it is easy to see the difference in depth of field between 
the wide camera and the tele camera.  

 

Wide and Tele Images with Different Depth of Field 
 
This results in an area in which the wide camera is in focus and the tele is out of 
focus as seen below. The output image is perfectly focused because of successful 
decision making and image fusion. 

 
 

Smart Decision Making is Crucial for Image Fusion 
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Finally, the images below show the resolution benefits of image fusion over the 
standard wide camera at zoom factor of x1.5: 

 

 

Challenge #3: Overlap Transition 
Last among the example challenges is the transition between overlapped areas to 
non-overlapped area. The difference in the field-of-view and the resolution creates an 
inevitable inclusion of one image inside the other (usually it is the wide image that 
includes the tele image). This means fusion will not cover the entire field of view and 
the algorithm will have to adjust the fusion “strength” gradually to allow a natural 
user experience in the transition area between the images. A good image fusion 
algorithm must be able to address this challenge. 
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Image Fusion Performances in Real Life 
 
Major OEMs are already utilizing image fusion techniques, including Apple, OPPO, 
Huawei and others. Apple, who puts a lot of emphasis into image quality, already 
utilizes image fusion in the iPhone 7+, combining their wide and tele images into a 
single output image. In the figure seen below, red wires were placed in front of a 
chart, causing the image fusion performed by the iPhone to mistakenly duplicate the 
wires (an outcome that occurred from incorrectly fusing between the wide and tele 
images). Corephotonics' Image Fusion (as depicted on the right) nicely deals with 
such complex scenes. 

 

Image Fusion Artifacts in Apple's iPhone7+ 

 
In another case, a leading OEM is using Image Fusion to fuse color and monochrome 
images in various lighting conditions. The figure below shows 3 images of a star 
chart taken in low light conditions: the left image is without fusion; the middle is 
using a smartphone fusion and the right image is using Corephotonics fusion (all 
images are based on the same monochrome/color input frames, so the comparison 
is pure algorithmic). 

 

http://corephotonics.com/technologies/image-fusion/
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Proper Image Fusion Yields Resolution Benefits 
 

 
Aside from the noticeable artifact shown in the leading OEM fusion, a measurement 
of the MTF shows a significant benefit in case of Corephotonics fusion vs a 
negligible benefit in the leading OEM fusion case. 

 
OPPO raised the bar in MWC 2017, showcasing 5x zoom technology using folded tele 
cameras, supporting Image Fusion. As zoom factors grow in dual cameras, so will 
the intermediate zoom area before fully switching to the tele camera field-of-view; 
hence, image fusion significance will increase even further. When completely 
switching to the tele camera in high zoom factors, the user benefits mostly from the 
hardware improvement that comes with the tele lens. In the range between no zoom 
and full tele camera field-of-view, image fusion can significantly improve image 
quality, and overall camera user experience. 

 

  

https://events.oppo.com/2017/mwc/
http://corephotonics.com/products/hawkeye-camera/
http://corephotonics.com/products/hawkeye-camera/
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Summary 
 
Our mobile devices accompany us everywhere we go and the significance of the 
camera is clear. Dual cameras allow us to bridge the gap between DSLR cameras 
and smartphone cameras in terms of low-light performance, optical zoom and depth-
of-field. With the help of Image Fusion, image quality and user experience can be 
significantly enhanced in either Wide + Tele or Color + Monochrome dual camera 
setups. Done right, Image Fusion is becoming a key contributor that helps change the 
way we take pictures with our mobile devices. 
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Corephotonics Patent 
US Patent No. 9,392,188 - Zoom Dual-Aperture Camera with Folded Lens 
 
Zoom digital cameras comprising a Wide sub-camera and a folded fixed Tele sub-
camera. The folded Tele sub-camera may be auto-focused by moving either its lens 
or a reflecting element inserted in an optical path between its lens and a respective 
image sensor. The folded Tele sub-camera is configured to have a low profile to 
enable its integration within a portable electronic device. 
 
The Wide sub-camera comprises a Wide lens module and a Wide image sensor, the 
Wide lens module having a Wide lens symmetry axis along a first optical path 
between an object side and the Wide image sensor; the Wide sub-camera configured 
to provide a Wide image; 
The Tele sub-camera comprises a Tele lens module and a Tele image sensor and a 
reflecting element; the Tele lens module having a Tele lens symmetry axis along a 
second optical path, the Tele lens symmetry axis positioned substantially 
perpendicular to the Wide lens symmetry axis, the Tele sub-camera configured to 
provide a Tele image; 
 
The reflecting element having a reflecting element symmetry axis inclined to both the 
Wide lens symmetry axis and the Tele lens symmetry axis and operative to provide a 
folded optical path between the object and the Tele image sensor; 
wherein the Tele lens module comprises a group of lens elements and wherein the 
lens elements in the group are designed to have a diameter substantially not 
exceeding the diameter of an aperture of the Tele sub-camera; and where in the Tele 
sub-camera further comprises an auto-focus (AF) mechanism configured to move 
the Tele lens along the Tele symmetry axis; the AF mechanism having a height 
substantially not exceeding the height of a Tele lens module. 

 
CP Patent Fig. 1 CP Patent Fig. 2 

 
 

 
To read Corephotonics full patent description, please click here 

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=10&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=corephotonics.AANM.&s2=corephotonics.ASNM.&OS=AANM/corephotonics+AND+AN/corephotonics&RS=AANM/corephotonics+AND+AN/corephotonics
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Corephotonics Ltd. 

 
Corephotonics is the pioneer and worldwide market leader of dual camera 
technologies for mobile devices.  Corephotonics’ primary mission is to perfect the 
mobile camera photography experience and to provide superior image quality by 
combining our novel optics, mechanics and computational photography 
technologies.  
Corephotonics’ comprehensive technologies excel in addressing some of the most 
challenging deficits of existing smartphone cameras. We develop and deliver end-to-
end multi-aperture solutions supporting the most professional photography 
capabilities, such as optical zoom, superb low-light performance, Bokeh and depth 
features, and optical image stabilization, all in an incredibly slim form factor. We 
partner with manufacturers at early design stages, matching each manufacturer's 
unique design and imaging requirements, and providing continuous support through 
commercialization and mass production. 
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